SUSTAINABILITY DESIGN

LECTURE DATES

(All lectures to begin at 6:00 pm and run approximately 40 minutes, unless otherwise arranged)

JANUARY

31 Matt Burnett “Speaking Above the Din” (Art meets Advocacy in public works (At SLU)

FEBRUARY

7 Jerry Bartlett “Living without the Utility Line”
14 Robin McClellan “The Endless Cycle of Problem Solving”
21 Mary Ann Caswell “Sustainability” Issues in the Medical Industry

MARCH

7 J.D. Delong “Using the Federal Regulatory Process to Further Sustainability Efforts”
14 Chris Nouryeh “Environmental Ethics”
21 Jon Rosales “The Science of Human Impact”

APRIL

4 Bob Loggio “Casella Waste---the business of waste mgt”
(SPRING BREAK)
18 Ed Mafoua “Sustainability and the Global Economy”
25 Jon Rosales “The Science of Human Impact”